Problem Set 5: Due Wed. Nov. 30, Before 5PM: email to the TA.
Individual Exercise I5-1

Individual Exercise I5-2

Individual Exercise I5-3

Individual Exercise I5-4

Individual Exercise I5-5
Kreyszig Mathematica® Computer Guide: problem 10.4, page 120

Individual Exercise I5-6

Individual Exercise I5-7

Individual Exercise I5-8
Kreyszig Mathematica® Computer Guide: problem 1.18, page 15

Individual Exercise I5-9

Individual Exercise I5-10
**Group Exercise G5-1**
Consider an infinite sheet of thickness $a$ and a thin disk of radius $R$ and thickness $b$ which interact through the London interaction.

1. Upon how many different variables does the interaction energy depend?
2. By rescaling variables, re-express the interaction energy in terms of dimensionless units.
3. Can you calculate the form of the London interaction? between an an infinite sheet of thickness $a$ and a thin disk of radius $R$ and thickness $b$?
4. Use graphics to visualize the results of your calculations.

**Group Exercise G5-2**

1. Plot the data as a fraction of the standard deviation versus time.
2. Fit the data with a linear model (i.e., $y = y_0 + mx$). Plot and discuss the model’s applicability.
3. Create a new data set by subtracting the linear model from the original data. Interpret the meaning of this new data set.
4. To analyze whether there may be any monthly, bi-monthly, or seasonal trends, fit your data with a trigonometric or Fourier series. Comment on the appearance of any trends.
5. Use your models to provide estimates of the missing data.
6. Predict the pressure difference between Darwin and Tahiti in the year 2006.

**Group Exercise G5-3**
At the MIT Z-Center 3 meter diving board, an average student standing at the end of the diving board causes a deflection of about 0.4 meters.

1. If the diving board is 4 meters long, estimate the product of the elastic modulus and moment of inertia, $EI$, for the diving board. Estimate the Young’s modulus of the diving board material. Track down a an experimental value for wood’s elastic moduli and use this data to compare to your estimate.
2. Create an animation of the diving board deflection as an average student walks from one end of this diving board to another.
3. Create an animation of the diving board deflection as average students crawls on his/her stomach to the end of the diving board.
4. Create an animation as a group of random students each holding the hand of the student behind them, walk onto the diving board.